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Fractal behaviour of various materials has been explored in these last years1 11. Between them Silica gels are widely considered because their high degree of porosity; they have been studied by S.A.X.S. 121. Neutrons Scatteringl31, Brillouin Soatteringl41, Low Frequency Raman Scattering151 . . . The use of energy transfer between dyes has been proposed soine years ago but the fitting of the ourves to deduce the fractal dimension D is not quite convincing if too many parameters are considered.
Taking into account this objection it is important to correlate the results between the different techniques and to reduce as much as possible the number of parameters when the energy transfer is used to test the fractal aspeat of materials.
1I.EXPERIMENTS:
The energy transfer has been measured using Rhodamine B as the donor(concentration 0.6 m/l)and Malachite green as trap. Due to the life time of the Rhodamine B (several ns) these experiments implies the use of a short laser pulse(350 ps)in order to avoid any deconvolution. This laser pulse is provided by a Y.A.G. :~d~'
Microcontrol laser in a laboratory of the CELPHYRA in Grenoble (Laboratoire de Spectrombtrie Physique). The frequency is doubled at 532 nm to excite the emission of Rhodamine B; the delay between two pulses is 10 nanosecondes during which the decay is recorded using a time to amplitude converter.The silica gels studied are of three densities and provided by the "Laboratoire de Sciences des Matbriaux Vitreux" (d=0.107, d=0.33) or by "Airglass" Sweden (d4.09). They are referred respectively as samples a,b and c. They are prepared in basic medium with T.M.O.S.and dried under hypercritical conditions (Aerogels).
1II.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
The analysis of the luminescence decay is made using the description of KLAFTER and BLUMEN16I:
where r is the life time of the donor, s=6 for a dipole-dipole interaction.The term P depends on factors 171 which cannot be properly evaluated but it has to be proportionnal to the concentration of the acceptors. We then use different values of the concentration of the acceptor and evaluate P from the fitting of the curves. This point is in agreement also with the fraotal behaviour with D=2.3 f 0.3 obtained for the lightest sample (c).This Aerogel is similar to the one studied by SIIAEFER and KEEFER 131 by S.A.X.S. where a slope of -2 is obtained in the Porod regime. In summary,the energy transfer between dyes shows its ability to test the fractality of Silica gels and gives good correlations with other types of experiments.Further works on Silica gels of different densities and use of dyes with different interaction lengths are planned.We are grateful to D.BLOCK and R.ROMESTAIN for their assistance in the experimental part of the work and to Rene CURNI from IUT 2 of Grenoble who wrote the fitting programm .
